Fifth Generation Quality Control of Immunoassay Parameters by Six Sigma Value
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine the sigma value of immunoassay parameters which are within the 2Z score on external quality control (EQC).

Study Design: A cross-sectional study.

Place and Duration of the Study: Department of Chemical Pathology and Endocrinology (AFIP), from June to November 2022.

Methodology: Ten immunoassay parameters were selected on the basis of the internal quality control (IQC) and external quality control (EQC) programs. The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) is used for Total Allowable Error (TEa). Sigma value was calculated from coefficient of variation (CV) and bias, which was determined by IQC and EQC, observed for 6 subsequent months. If the sigma values are ≥6, between 3 and 5, and <3, they are classified as good, acceptable or unacceptable, respectively.

Results: T4, prolactin, Vitamin B12 at >3 ó at IQC level 1. TSH, T3, T4, and Vitamin B12 showed that on level 2 IQC at >3 ó T3, Vitamin D at 4-5 ó level, Prolactin, FSH, and LH at 6 ó level in level 2 IQC. In the EQC program, the sigma level calculated for ten assays found that almost all parameters were at sigma ≥3 ó level except TSH which was at 5.8 ó level during June to August 2022. From September to November 2022, all parameters at ≥3 ó level except for TSH, growth hormone, FSH, LH, and Vitamin b12 which showed at 4.4 ó level.

Conclusion: Most of the immunoassay parameters show good performance in the EQC program and at both levels of IQC level with sigma value 4-5.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical laboratory error can impose serious effect on patient’s diagnosis and management.1 Laboratory errors are categorised as preanalytical, analytical, and postanalytical. If there is bias and imprecision in the performance, it can easily lead to an error either systematic or random.2 Analytical performance indicators gauge through IQC and EQC, where both of these identify random and systematic error respectively. Total Errors can be identified in the basis of precision and coefficient of variation (CV %). To check how much existing quality control is stringent and effective, one should analyse the relationship between precision and bias with allowable error.3

Six sigma is a methodology applied to evaluate the quality control of clinical laboratories, as it overall measures defects per million, and process outcomes. It is a combination of bias, imprecision, and total allowable error that is how it is a more reliable and effective way of quality evaluation.4

In the Sigma method, calculation is based on total allowable error (TAE), bias and CV percentages Sigma method comprises of five stages that is described by two models. One of them is DAMIC model (Define, Analyse, Measure, Improve and Control), which is used for the existing system.

The Sigma system has different levels of evaluation about the quality of clinical laboratories. In the procedure, sigma at the third level is considered as that analyte has minimum quality standard, whereas sigma at the sixth level is considered to have the best performance and meet quality standards.5 Laboratory medicine needs to meet quality standards for reliable results by adopting the best quality assurance program. As analytical errors usually have a low frequency (about 10%) of total errors, and in order to further reduce such errors and to have monitoring on analytical error IQC programs are usually adopted by different laboratories.

Current IQC procedures used to evaluate the errors in clinical laboratories are not sufficient to meet the needs for quality and reliable results.6 A systematic and thorough assessment procedure is needed for the evaluation of quality assessment in clinical laboratories. Such a quality control program is needed for effective quality procedures and for that assessment, the ideal method is the six sigma method, which quantifies the performance of process and system as defects per million (DPM).
Ideally, 3.4 per million is considered ideal and it can be detected at the six sigma value. To check the sigma value it is applied by evaluating quality indicators and assess errors in those specific quality indicators. This allows to assess and rectify the error which is highlighted by applying sigma value.

The current study was conducted with the aim to assess and evaluate immunoassay parameters by sigma value and these results will identify gaps and modification of errors of clinical laboratory.

**METHODOLOGY**

This cross-sectional study was conducted from June 2022 to November 2022 in the Chemical Pathology Department at Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) Rawalpindi, after getting approval from the institutional review board of AFIP. Ten routine parameters of immunoassay analysed on ADVIA centaur XPT based on chemiluminescence principle including vitamin D, human growth hormone (HGH), vitamin B12, thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), total T3, free T4, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), luteinizing hormone (LH), prolactin, and testosterone. All assays reagents, controls and calibrators were obtained from the manufacturer. EQC material was received from Biorad in the lyophilized form which was prepared by dissolving 5ml of deionized water in the sample received and analysed for ten assays consecutive for six months of duration. These parameters are analysed on daily basis by chemiluminescence principle on fully automated immunoassay (Advia XPT).

IQC Biorad was used for daily runs, while all reagents are from Siemen and used as per manufacturer package insert and instructions. IQC of two levels (normal and pathological) were analysed before patients sample process. An inclusion criterion was IQC value following Westgard rule while immunoassay EQC results parameters result follow <2 Z score. Outliers or above 2 standard deviation or >2 Z score values were excluded for set parameters.

EQAS results were observed for 6 consecutive months for analysis of bias. The total sample size for 10 parameters for 6 cycle, was 60. The parameters used for analysis of sigma value were mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation (CV%), bias and sigma value, while peer mean was observed in the EQAS result. For total allowable error (TAE) followed Clinical laboratory improvement amendment 88 (CLIA). Bias was determined by calculation (% Bias=Lab mean –peer mean/Peer mean*100) for EQC and for IQC.

Sigma metric calculation was done by the formula: σ = TAE-%BIA-%CV. Sigma value <3 was considered as poor performance while sigma value >3 was considered as satisfactory performance. Quality goal index (QGI) was also calculated to check whether low sigma value is due to precision or accuracy, as bias/1.5*CV%. QGI value of <0.8 indicated that the precision of the analyte needs to be improved; if QGI value was >1.2 accuracy needs to be prioritised and if QGI is between 0.8 and 1.2 both accuracy and precision is matter of attention.

Data were entered in Microsoft Excel for calculation of bias, % bias, and average mean. Data were plotted on medical decision limit plot for assessment of the status of assays results.

**RESULTS**

Manufactured mean, laboratory mean, CV %, bias %, sigma value, and QGI of both levels of internal quality control calculated TSH, T3, T4, Prolactin, FSH, LH, Vitamin B12, Vitamin D, growth hormone, and testosterone are shown in Table I.

TΕa was taken from CLIA while CV%, bias %, sigma and QGI of external quality control are shown in Tables II and III.

Sigma calculation of IQC showed that T4, prolactin, Vitamin B12 at >3 σ at IQC level 1 while TSH, T3, T4 and Vitamin B12 showed that on level 2 IQC at >3 σ while T3, Vitamin D at 4 σ (level 1) and 5 σ (level 2) σ level and Prolactin, FSH, LH at 6 σ at both IQC level.

In EQC, the sigma level was calculated for ten assays, almost all parameters were at sigma >3 σ level except TSH which was at 5.8 σ level during June to August 2022. From September – November 2022, all parameters were at >3 σ level except TSH, growth hormone, FSH, LH and vitamin B12 which showed values at 4.4 σ level.

Figure 1 showed comparison of IQC and EQC sigma value calculation. It represent that IQC level 1 showed three parameters has sigma metric at 6 and IQC level 2 showed sigma metric of four parameters is 6.
Figure 2 showed relevance of quality goal index and sigma value, low QGI index showed high sigma value while parameters >0.8 QGI with low sigma showed that laboratory focused on precision error of prolactin, testosterone and LH on EQC. QGI between 0.8-1.2 showed imprecision and accuracy error; the parameters needed to be focused in this perspective were LH, FSH, testosterone and T4. QGI >1.2 showed that most probably inaccuracy was the cause of low sigma value of T3. TSH, Vit D, growth hormone and Vit B12.

**DISCUSSION**

A quality control program design is based on the protocols and guidelines defined by national authorization bodies nevertheless good laboratory practices proved that every individual laboratory should customise own quality control program based on the international and national accreditation bodies guidelines. Good laboratory practices should base on the sigma value because it can help in reducing laboratory errors and make them able to get more reliable and quality work with more efficacies.

In the current study, sigma value is calculated for individual parameters for both levels of controls and from proficiency testing and used EQAS in this study. This correlate with the study conducted by Kumar and Mohan et al. who also used bias calculation and CV% taken from internal quality control and EQC value for that respective analyte.
Sigma scale defines and gives instructions for choosing Westgard rules and at what level of IQC process is required and how frequent it should be given. Sigma scale 6 and above showed that it is good quality parameter and showed excellent performance that is why it needs to be evaluated with one level of QC level in 24 hours. In the current study, the FSH, LH, testosterone, and prolactin showed excellent performance on both levels of IQC so it can be evaluated once in 24 hours with one level of control level.14 Sigma value of 4-6 implies multiWestgard rule evaluation with two levels of control once in 24 hours and it shows acceptable performance. In the current study, vitamin B12, TSH, T3, T4 showed sigma value between 4-6 on both levels of IQC while Vitamin B12, TSH, T3, T4 and growth hormone showed that on external quality control. This is considered acceptable performance that is why two levels of control assessed once in 24 hours and consider the Westgard rule of 13s, R4s, and 22s. Rentapalli et al. conducted a study on internal quality control results. Only two parameters were at level six while others all are in the acceptable range and the reason of only two parameters at level six was because of continuous instrument troubleshooting and open channel kits usage.15 In the current study, quality performance is assessed by sigma value which showed it to be a reliable quality tool to evaluate further how quality process is affecting on quality because it computes the outcome of process and that is why it is considered as good analytical quality tool.16

Limitation of this study were that it was conducted in a single clinical chemistry laboratory. It should be applicable on all subspecialties for good analytical performance checks. Some hormones showed low sigma values with CV% lying with in total allowable error limits. It should be applied on all phases like preanalytical, postanalytical phases of laboratories to enhance quality work. In the current study, only ten parameters were assessed on sigma metrics which was also a limitation of the study, it should be expanded to all laboratory parameters and improvement of QC management after the sigma evaluation. Sigma value assessment should correlate with clinical feedback and end-users’ feedback. Assessment of the quality process of ten immunoassay parameters is a breakthrough for better quality evaluation.

CONCLUSION

When the analytical performance was evaluated according to Six-Sigma levels, it was generally found as good. TSH, T3, T4, Prolactin and growth hormone parameters showed satisfactory performance with sigma score between 4-6 on IQC at both levels while FSH, LH, and Testosterone showed level 6 sigma metric which is good performance on IQC both levels while vitamin B12 and Vitamin D showed performance at 3 sigma level in EQC results. The difference in both IQC and EQC level need to evaluate QC management on sigma value for further improvement.
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